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Randy Fromm

Autumn is here and with
it comes the annual

Global Gaming Expo. If
you're not a subscriber, you
have probably picked up this
copy of Slot Tech Magazine
at the event. If so, welcome.
Slot Tech Magazine is the
gaming industry's only
technical trade journal. We
specialize in slot machine
technology. Each month, we
look at how things work and
how to fix them when they
don't. We'll introduce you to
new systems and products as
well. We'll even take you into
the secret world of slot

machine mathematics. There
is a subscription form in the
back of this issue.

As you can imagine, there are
many things that occur
behind-the-scenes at a
magazine. One of them is
dealing with advertising. The
technical articles you read
may be the brains of Slot
Tech Magazine but
advertising is its lifeblood.
Without it, Slot Tech
Magazine would be, er . . .,
well, it wouldn't be at all to
tell you the truth. Regardless,
a trade journal without
advertising would much less
informative. The products
and services you see
advertised in trade journals
are important to the daily
operation of your business.

Or are they? Would you be
surprised if you opened an
automotive specialty
magazine and saw an
advertisement for a device
that promised to boost your
fuel mileage through the use
of magnets strapped to your
fuel line? Probably not. There
are dozens of these (and
similar) devices on the
market. Would you be
surprised if it worked? You
probably would. I sure would
be. Just because you see it
advertised, that doesn't
necessarily mean that it
works.

As a magazine publisher, it's
difficult to turn down
advertising (lifeblood,
remember?). But for all the
wonderful things that you
have seen in past issues of
Slot Tech Magazine (technical

articles, special events, new
products and yes,
advertising) one thing you
have never seen is an
advertisement for bill
validator cleaning cards. This
is not because no one has
asked to advertise the
product. They have. It is
because it has been Slot Tech
Magazine's policy to reject
any advertisement that
features bill validator
cleaning cards.

Why the heck would I turn
down advertising for a bill
validator cleaning card; a
product that is used every
day in casinos around the
world? Because, quite
frankly, they just don't work
as advertised and I refuse to
peddle Snake Oil to the
readers of Slot Tech
Magazine. The optics in
today's bill validators are
either rounded or recessed.
Cleaning cards cannot
properly swipe the surface of
the optic. Until now, that is.
I have just one word for you -
Waffle. Turn to page thirty.

I hope the G2E show is/was
good for you. I'll see you at
the casino.
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Slot Tech Feature Article

By Herschel Peeler

Our first discussion of
Op Amps emphasized
op amps that were

made completely of bipolar
junction transistors (NPN and
PNP). These devices have in-
put resistances in the 100K
to lower single digit meg-
ohms. As devices developed
over the years these input
resistances were considered
too low. Ideally our op amp
should have an infinite input
resistance so the op amp does
not load down the circuit we
are connected to. Ideally, our
op amp should have zero out-
put resistance so we do not
lose part of our output signal
in the output transistors
themselves.

Alas, the world is not perfect
and the ideal op amp does not
exist. However, by adding
JFET transistors on the in-
put stages of our op amps, we
have input resistances up into
the range of
1,000,000,000,000 ohms.
(Yes, that’s 1 x 1012 Ohms.
Not perfect, but good.

Figure A  shows a simplifica-
tion of what the op amps look
like. There is a lot of stan-
dardization on op amps in
this generation of devices.
Keep in mind that this does
not describe all JFET input
op amps, just the ones we are
likely to find in the gaming
industry. Other industries
require higher standards and
more specific and critical de-
signs. Those described here
are the most popular and
cheaper. These devices often
can be found priced at less
than a dollar each. There are
other devices with higher de-
sign characteristics that go

for $10 or more each. The
ones we will talk about are
most of what you will find in
gaming and the consumer
market in general.

They may come one, two or
four devices to a package.
Just as the internal designs
are similar, so are the pinouts
of these devices and the char-
acteristics. If you refer to the
manufacturer’s specs for
these devices, you will find
they differ slightly in qualifi-
cations. You should realize
that each specific device
might vary more in charac-
teristics from one manufac-

JFET input Op Amps
 - PLUS - Norton Amplifiers
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turing batch to another than
between manufacturer’s
products. There is a degree of
variation in the manufactur-
ing process. It would not be
uncommon for a manufac-
turer to make mass quanti-
ties of a given op amp. The
devices are analyzed. Those
with lower than usual noise
are given one part number
while with low offset are given
another part number. Those
with higher gain are given
another part number and yet
all are products of the same
manufacturing process.

Companies that manufacture
machines that mix the sili-
con and fabricate the ICs sell
their products to various IC
manufacturers so
everybody’s products are very
much the same. The specs
stated in the data books are a
bit of sales pitch, as much as
actual better devices. All de-
vices are manufactured equal.
They only change the specs
to define what they call “Low
Noise” or “Low Offset.”

The operation of JFET input
Op Amps is the same as for
other op amps we have de-
scribed. The same circuits are
used. They work in the same
way for the most part. What
few exceptions there are we
will try to mention here.

Most JFET input op amps
that are one device to a pack-
age are all interchangeable.
Usually, these devices have
two extra pins that are Offset
Adjustment options. The in-
tention here is to have one
member of the family that
can deal with more critical

applications where a small
change in signal close to
ground may be closely ad-
justed. A potentiometer con-
nected between these Offset
Adjustment pins may be con-
nected to trim the values of
the two sides of the Current
Mirror at one end of the Dif-
ferential Amplifier. In older
devices like the LM741, this
circuit was at the high rail
(+V) and the wiper of the pot
is returned to +V. The LF355,
LF356 and LF357 were de-
signed to be a close substi-
tute for the LM741. Most of
the newer JFET devices have

the Current Mirror on the
bottom rail (Ground) and the
wiper of the pot is returned to
ground.

These lists are by no means
complete. I have only picked
from those we find most popu-
larly in this industry. For
purchasing concerns, you
need not stock all of these
devices. If your boards use
the LF411, the LF351 and
TL081 (just to choose three at
random) you need not stock
all three. Stock the LF351
and use it for any of these on
the same list. If in doubt, take
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a close look at the circuit and
see if there is any reason they
might specify a particular
device. For the most part (not
always) the circuit will run
with any of the others in the
same list.

Single JFET input Op Amp
with Offset Adjustment

LF411 LF351 TL031
TL051 TL061 TL071
TL081
LF355 (Offset pots returned
to +V like the LM741, instead
of Ground)
LF356 (Offset pots returned
to +V like the LM741, instead
of Ground)
LF357 (Offset pots returned
to +V like the LM741, instead
of Ground)

Dual and Quad JFET input
Op Amps usually have those
resistors in the Current Mir-
ror trimmed during the
manufacturing process. A
laser cuts through the lower
valued resistor to bring the
resistance up to the same
value as the higher one. This
process isn’t perfect but it’s
good enough to make a no-
table difference. Otherwise,
all these devices are the same
and interchangeable with one
another.

Dual JFET input Op Amp

LF412 LF442 LF353
TL032 TL052 TL062
TL072 TL082

Quad JFET input Op Amp

LF347 LF444 TL034
TL054 TL064 TL074
TL084

In many applications, the
JFET input Op Amps will be a
drop-in substitute for the bi-
polar op amps as well. The
LF351 may well substitute
for the ever-popular LM358.
The exception to this may be
some circuits that are pow-
ered from both a positive and
negative rail (instead of +V
and Ground). This may not
work in all cases. Wisdom is
in knowing the difference.

Norton Amplifiers

A close cousin to the Opera-

tional Amplifier is the Norton
Amplifier. Where the Op Amps
we have described so far work
on a difference between two
voltages, the Norton Amplifi-
ers work on a difference be-
tween two currents.

Figure 1 shows the simplified
example of what the inside of
a Norton Amplifier looks like.
The inputs are applied to the
bases of two NPN transistors.
As such, the inputs will al-
ways look like an Emitter-
Base junction of a transistor
with an Ohmmeter. A current
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Figure 1

Figure 3

being pulled out of the Base
of Q1 (the Non-Inverting in-
put) is mirrored in Q1’s col-
lector. Q1 and the diode make
a current mirror. The node at
the collector of Q1 and the
Base of Q2 is a mix of Q1’s
collector current and the cur-
rent being pulled out of the
Inverting input. The gain
stage that follows is made of
Q3 and Q4. Q5 is a constant
current source. As Q2 con-
ducts it turns on Q3 and Q4.
This turns off output transis-
tor Q7. This leaves Q6 con-
ducting, giving a low out. As
Q2 conducts less, Q3 and Q4
conduct less. This leaves the
constant current source Q5
to turn on Q7, pulling the
output high. The two con-
stant current sources drive
the output until the two cur-
rents mixing at the Inverting
input are neutralized.

The Norton Amplifier other-
wise acts just like any other
op amp. Feedback and input
resistors are constructed with
the same result. Most any-
thing you can do with any
other op amp you can do with
a Norton. The easiest way to
identify a Norton amplifier is
that the Non-Inverting input
resistor is usually (not al-
ways) returned to the positive
rail voltage instead of ground
as shown in Figure 2. The
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Non-Inverting input being returned to +V cer-
tainly indicates a Norton, but there are Norton
circuits that return to ground also.

The schematic symbol is much like the regular op
amp. The proper schematic symbol includes tri-
angle in a circle. Not all drafting programs use
this convention. My OrCAD doesn’t. Figure 3 had
to made the hard way.
The LM3900 is a popular Norton amplifier used
in gaming. There are four circuits per package.
The LM359 is a Dual Norton. There are few
members of this family and fewer still used in
Gaming. The LM3900 is the most popular. The
simplicity of these devices makes them fast.

Herschel Peeler
Hpeeler@slot-techs.com
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Coin Mechanisms Inc. celebrated their
35th anniversary in the gaming and
amusement business with an outdoor

barbecue celebration.  The event took place
on Friday, August 20th, 2004. The entire
factory and office staff, along with several of
Coin Mechanisms’ long time suppliers and
friends, were on hand to partake in the
festivities.

"I am really proud of our accomplishments,"
said Stanley Pierz, President , as he ad-
dressed the crowd. " I thank everyone for all
of their continued hard work, dedication and
commitment to helping make Coin Mecha-
nisms the company it is today."

Based in the Chicago suburb of Glendale
Heights, Illinois, the Pierz family founded
Coin Mechanisms, Inc. in 1969 with the 100
Series metal mechanical coin mech for the
amusement industry.  That lead to the
development of the Model 3300 Coin Box with
a Timer for kiddie rides.  In the early 1980s,
Coin Mechanisms, Inc. introduced the
original Coin Comparitor, called the CC-10.
The Coin Comparitor was a single coin,
electronic coin mech designed for slot
machines.  The gaming industry quickly
adopted it as the standard because of its
speed of acceptance, accuracy and ability to
reject fraud coins.  The CC-10 evolved
through all of the CC models, the IC, MC
and today, the Defender.

The festival atmosphere took over
immediately following Pierz's introduction as
a bountiful, Midwestern feast of barbecued
burgers, brats and chicken awaited the
hungry crowd.  As entertainment, some
Chicago Blues and old time rock ‘n' roll
music, played by two of Coin Mech's own
employees’ bands, really made the afternoon
groove.

Following the
luncheon, a
drawing was
held for door
prizes. Names were selected and gifts,
donated by customers and suppliers, were
distributed to everyone in attendance.

According to reports from attendees, a
splendid time was had by all.

Slot Tech Magazine congratulates our friends
at Coin Mechanisms, Inc. and offers best
wishes for another 35 years of success.

Slot Tech Congratulations

Coin Mechanisms Inc. Celebrates
35th Anniversary

Vice President Rhoda Pierz and President Stanley Pierz



Slot Tech Event

TechFest 10
Excalibur Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada

The world's largest gather-
ing of slot machine tech-

nicians, TechFest 10 will be
held in Las Vegas, Nevada at
the Excalibur Casino. Dates
for the three-day event are
November 30 through Decem-
ber 2 2004.

"TechFest is for slot techs of
all skill levels," said Randy
Fromm, publisher of Slot Tech
Magazine and moderator of
the TechFest program. We
have something for everyone,
from novice techs who want
to learn the basics of BV and
hopper maintenance to ad-
vanced techs that need to
brush up on monitor repair."

The event features lively and
upbeat technical seminars
from the gaming industry's
leading technical instructors
and OEM representatives.
Participants include Coin
Mechanisms, Inc., MEI,  3M
Touch Systems, Sencore,
FutureLogic , IDX, Money
Controls, JCM and Transact
Technologies. There will also
be a special presentation on
slot math by ICS Gaming and
a daily morning session on
monitor repair by Randy
Fromm.

For more information contact:
Slot Tech Magazine
1944 Falmouth Dr.
El Cajon, CA  92020-2827
tel.619.593.6131
slot-tech.com
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Transact Technologies'
New Ithaca® Brand Epic 950™ Gaming Printer
New Printer Delivers Benefits of "Epic Proportions"

TransAct Technologies
Incorporated has an-

nounced its new Epic 950
thermal gaming ticket
printer.  The Epic 950 in-
troduces a host of new fea-
tures and benefits.  The
company has studied the
gaming market and devel-
oped intelligent, meaning-
ful new technological inno-
vations with impactful and
practical relevance to
OEMs, casino operators
and slot technicians.

The Epic 950 features dual
port capability to provide
connectivity between the
slot game and a casino’s
player tracking system,
making real-time, cus-
tomer-specific promotions
possible right on the ca-
sino floor.  Two-color ther-
mal printing on ithaColor
paper turns slot tickets into
vibrant, eye-catching mar-
keting vehicles for maxi-
mum impact and player
retention. Extensive user-
definable memory can be
used to store graphics,
fonts and character sets to
provide countless ticket
layout options.  This
memory can be accessed
via the new imPort, a se-
cure firmware and graph-

ics download port,
which facilitates
easy graphics
downloads as well
as firmware up-
dates.

TransAct also has devel-
oped TicketBurst technol-
ogy to eliminate player in-
terference and ensure
maximum machine uptime
by completing all printing
operations before present-
ing the detached game
voucher.  The Epic 950 of-
fers the same form factor
and backward code com-
patibility with current in-
dustry standards in order
to facilitate easy integra-
tion.  Other features in-
clude HotSwap QDT (Quick
Disconnect Technology)
which enables easy printer
exchange, even while the
game is powered on, and
USB capability for compat-
ibility with games of the
future. A smart suite of fea-
tures and tools that in-
cludes proactive printer
status and ticket print sta-
tus reporting to the game is
also included.

“We’ve been working closely
with casino operators and
OEMs to develop printers

that provide the most pow-
erful solutions for the gam-
ing industry,” said Jon
Berkley, TransAct Tech-
nologies’ Vice President and
Business Manager of
Worldwide Gaming. “We’ve
got a winner of epic propor-
tions with the Epic 950.
The Epic 950 revolution-
izes gaming printing by
combining a number of ad-
vanced design features and
technologies that address
the current needs and fu-
ture plans of casino opera-
tors all in one product.”

Visitors can see and evalu-
ate TransAct’s new Ithaca
brand Epic 950 printer for
themselves at the Global
Gaming Expo (G2E), Las
Vegas, Booth #5853.

For further information, contact:

TransAct Technologies
7 Laser Lane
Wallingford, CT 06492
Tel: (203) 269-1198
Fax: (203) 949-9048

Slot Tech New Product Announcement
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Slot Tech Feature Article

The alarm rings early on Tuesday morn-
ing and you drag yourself from bed.  It
was a late night and you’ll be glad to see

the weekend.  It’s not that the changes to the
bonus game have been particularly difficult,
just time consuming.  In order to get a
$1,000,000 bonus payout on a 25-cent game,
it takes some careful work.  The bonus game
needs quite a number of possible payouts in
order to “make up” the large jackpot.  It’s the
secondary awards of $500,000 and $250,000
that create the real problem.  “A million
bucks,” you mumble, as you look in the
mirror.  “A million bucks from a standalone
quarter machine.  We have banks of linked
dollar progressives that don’t pay that much.”

Come to think of it, you can’t picture any
other standalone games offering a cool mil-
lion, even on a dollar platform.  But how in
the world did they think they could cough up
a half-mil or a quarter of a million dollars as
well?  Sometimes there’s nothing that can be
done but at least you have analysed it from all
angles.

In the end, you think that you have come up
with an idea that’s going to work but you’re
going to need some clear direction from man-
agement before you can work out the fine
details.  You have reached a fork in the road

and without a clear direction from manage-
ment, you can only sit and wait.  That’s what
this morning’s meeting with upper manage-
ment is all about.

You can’t make the bonus game pay out the
large payout awards too frequently but it
must pay enough smaller amounts that the
bonus game can be called frequently.  With
anything you do, there’s generally a trade-
off, and it’s this trade-off that concerns you.
You decide to wait until the V.P.s hear your
presentation, wondering if you’ll be starting
over once more.

The Bonus - Part 3
By John Wilson
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When you arrive in the board-
room, a few of the V.P.s are
already there, chatting in a
corner.  The room goes silent
when you walk in and every
eye shifts in your direction.
You breathe a sigh of relief
when you see the look of pleas-
ant anticipation on their
faces, though.

After a no-foam latte, every-
one has assembled in the
boardroom and you begin.
After the initial pleasantries
are out of the way, you’re a
little surprised that there are
no questions for you.  At the
end of yesterday’s meeting,
you had covered the payout
of the bonus game.  Some
questions were raised about
how it works in the base game
and an examination of the
base game is supposed to
happen today.  If the board
accepts your changes to the
bonus game payout, then you
can do that.  However, there’s
still more to work out before
the game is complete.

You start the meeting by
showing an image of the Max
Millions bonus game on the
large screen (figure 1).  It’s
basically the same as the one
you used in yesterday’s meet-
ing but updated to allow for a
million dollar top award.  “The
math for the revised bonus
game is complete.

“I have been able to incorpo-
rate the larger jackpot award,
namely an increase from
250,000 credits to one mil-
lion,” you explain. “But the
smaller jackpot amounts have
created a problem.  I have
revised the pay schedule and

will show you the revised ver-
sion today.   The three top
bonus jackpots which you
suggested total 7,000,000
quarters when combined!”

Obviously, we don’t want to
pay these awards too fre-
quently but we still need to
pay out a reasonable bonus
award when the bonus game
is started.  In order to pay out
these large awards, we needed
to increase the bonus game
cycle to around 200,000
games.  When combined with
the base game, the overall
cycle increased to just over
58 billion games.  That was
clearly too much!

“I calculated the frequency of
the $1 million jackpot payout
at 425 years,” you continue.
“I took the liberty of changing
some of the top awards, just
so that we can get a reason-
able payout and make it work.
This reduces the top awards
to just over 5,000,000 coins.”

Although it doesn’t sound like

much, it was necessary in
order to lower the amount of
the bonus payment.  It still
gives us the “Million Dollar”
ability in the bonus game.

One of the suits interrupts.

“Other than reducing the size
of the bonus game payouts as
you have done on the chart
you’re showing us, is there
any other way to make this
feasible?” he asks.

“Oh, yes,” you answer.  “We
could have large payouts as
well as a higher average pay-
out.  Perhaps we change the
average bonus game payout
from 200 credits to 1000.  It
would mean that we couldn’t
have the bonus game happen
as frequently, though.  Our
requirements were for the
players to receive the bonus
game frequently.  In order to
make this happen, we had to
reduce the average payout
amount.  Quite simply, large
payouts mean a lower fre-
quency of payment.  Small



payouts mean a higher fre-
quency of payment.  The
graph (figure 2) illustrates the
relationship.  Consider it this
way:  We have three options:
Large bonus payouts, Fre-
quent Bonus Game play, High
Average Payout amount.  Pick
any two; you can’t have all
three!

We could also change the
number of coins required to
hit the bonus.  If we made
this a 5-coin game, then we’re
taking in more credits per
game.

“Would this not be the same?”
the suit asks.  “I mean, if we
pay out 10 credits for 1 coin,
then we pay out 20 for 2, and
50 for 5.  Aren’t we just mul-
tiplying the payout?  How will
this actually change the av-
erage payout?”

Although the assumption is
correct for the base game, we
can change this for the bonus
game.  The bonus game would
only be activated with maxi-
mum coins-in; 5 coins played.
The base game payouts would
be multiplied by the coins in

but the bonus game would
not be.  If we have an average
bonus payout of 200 coins,
then for 3 coins the bonus
game pays 200/3 = 67 cred-
its per coin wagered.  For 5
coins, it’s only 200/5 = 40
credits per coin wagered.  We
end up collecting a little bit
more on each game so that it
allows us to pay out more.

“I see,” replies The Suit.  “If

we look only at the top award,
$1,000,000, how does it af-
fect the game?  In other words,
if we took the configuration
for the bonus game you are
showing us right now, and
reduce it to $250,000 then
what would happen to the
average payout from the bo-
nus game?”

By reducing the payment as
you suggest, the results would
be quite significant.  In our
current setup of $1,000,000,
that payment accounts for
roughly half of all money paid
by the bonus game.  By mak-
ing a few minor changes, the
amount varies from 50% to
around 53%.  The average
payout in the 40,000 game
cycle is 188 credits.  By chang-
ing the top payment to
$250,000, then almost 28%
of the payout is from the top
award and the average pay-
out drops to 91 credits.  Be-
cause the amount of top

Slot Tech Magazine
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award is so large compared to
the rest of the awards, chang-
ing this value makes a sig-
nificant difference.

“Does that mean that the vola-
tility index of the bonus game
would be fairly high?” asks
The Man in Armani.

“Yes, it does,” you reply.  “We
haven’t calculated the exact
figures yet, but with the large
range of payouts, the game
will be fairly volatile.”

“When we look at the overall
game, we multiply the base
game cycle by the bonus game
cycle, divide by the number
of times it’s called from the
base game and that gives us
78 base game cycles.  With
262,144 games in a base
cycle, we’re looking at just
over 20 million games be-
tween top bonus jackpots.  In
theory!  Based upon projected
play levels, every 78 years.
The odds of winning this jack-
pot are the practically the
same whether or not you play
the game!”

“The Gaming Commission is
not likely to approve such a
low frequency payout,” adds
Larry.  “With this in mind, we
have come up with a compro-
mise.  We think it will work.”

“What is the real problem
we’re looking at?” asks the
V.P. of Marketing.  “Why can’t
we make these large jackpot
amounts work?  Can’t we just
determine the average pay-
out of the bonus game and
then just add the bonus game
to the base game?”

The Budget

Larry agrees to field this ques-
tion.  “The real problem is the
platform.  By having a
standalone bonus game, we
have coin-in contribution
from only one machine.  If we
link them together, we have
coin-in from a number of
machines and the bonus
game is linked like a progres-
sive.  Think of the Blazin’ 7
game.  We can put a 6,000
credit to jackpot award in it
and that pays out 9.9% of all
coin-in.  To make the top
award 4,000,000 credits, the
second award 1,000,000 and
the third 250,000 then we’re
paying out a lot of money in a
few games.  It’s a matter of
budgeting.  With linked pro-
gressive jackpots, we have
quarter machines increasing
their jackpots from perhaps
$250 to $100,000 up to

$250,000.  On dollar ma-
chines, we might end up pay-
ing out $25 million.

When we design a slot ma-
chine, we’re basically setting
up a budget for the machine.
A certain amount must be
held back, in order to pay for
staff, building utilities, etc.
This is the amount of money
that the casino is expected to
make from the machine.  It
might be less than 1% or it
could be as much as 20%.  It
depends upon the gaming
commission, the appeal of the
game and how it fits into the
casino’s plan.

Larry continues, “By consid-
ering the obstacles we face,
we have gone back to the
basics and started with the
Blazin’ 7s game and worked
forward.  The basic game will
work on a 3-coin multiplier

Slot Tech Magazine          October 2004
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base, integrating the bonus
game.  We have increased the
overall bonus game cycle, but
have maintained a reason-
able payout.

What is left is returned to the
player.  We have anywhere
from 99% down to 80% being
given back.  The game design
considers how we want this
to be given back.  How fre-
quently do we pay? How much
do we pay?  If we want a
million-dollar jackpot, it must
fit into the amount that is
paid out.  It is possible that
we try to pay out too much.
In order to make it work, we
lengthen the period of time
that we pay this out.  It’s like
trying to save for a holiday.   If
we only have $100 a month to
put away for the trip, we can’t
go very far in a month.  If we
wait for a year, we can go on
a nicer trip.  After 10 years,
we would have a trip that
would be quite memorable.
The problem is that it takes
10 years to wait for the trip.
People don’t like to wait, es-
pecially when playing slot
machines.  The players are
fickle and if they have to wait
too long for a win, they’ll move
on.  Sure, the pay might be
very large but to them, it’s not
worth the wait.

To answer your second ques-
tion, on the simplest level, we
do calculate the average pay-
out of the bonus game and
put this into the base game.
However, just like the base
games, there must be a factor
to make it reasonable.  We
could have a 3-reel game with
a 90% payout and a trillion

dollar jackpot that is never
paid.  That’s not fair and it
won’t take players long to find
this out.  If we implement the
million dollar jackpot in our
bonus game but pay it out
every 78 years, we’ve opening
ourselves up for customer
dissatisfaction that’s likely to
spread into our other games
as well.

The bonus game average pay-
out has actually decreased,
from 200 coins to 188 (aver-
age).  This means that the
bonus game, on average, pays
out less than it did before.
Our big problem right now, is
to have to top award pay out
frequently enough for it to be
accepted by the gaming com-
mission.”

“Here’s a brief overview of
what we’ve discussed,” you
say and with a few keystrokes,
you start a PowerPoint pre-
sentation summarising the
bonus game theory. “I would
like to review this informa-
tion before we consider the
base game as well.”

Bonus Game Summary

- The bonus game is like any
other payout to the base
game. - Consider a regular
payment: Three Cherries pays
out 100 credits. - The bonus
game might pay out 20 cred-
its, or it might pay out
4,000,000 credits. - We look
at every possible payout from
the bonus game, add them
together, then  get the aver-
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age by dividing by the num-
ber of combinations. - This
average is the amount that
the base game pays out.  E.g.:
200 coins on average. - The
larger the bonus payout, the
higher the average payout will
be. - If we can’t increase the
average payout, we need to
increase the number of com-
binations. - However, if we
increase the number of com-
binations, then the cycle in-
creases.

The key to integrating the
bonus game is to work out
the average payout.  That’s
the primary goal. However,
there is a secondary consid-
eration.  The bonus game has
it’s own ‘cycle’ that relates to
the base game cycle.  If the
bonus game cycle is fairly
low, then we pay out every
possible bonus game combi-
nation in a reasonable
amount of time.

However, if the bonus game
cycle is too large, we have a
configuration that might
never pay out all combina-
tions.  If the bonus game
needs 475 years to run though
all possible combinations,
then it’s just not reasonable.

“In summary,” you add, “there
are a number of factors that
we have to consider prior to
completing the bonus game.
I have summarised them on
the next slide.”

- Average payout.  160.- 200

(ok now) - The largest payout
($1 million on a standalone
quarter) - Number of coins in
base platform - How does it
affect base game (i.e.- max
coins = bonus game, what
about min. coins?) - 3
symbols = bonus game, what
about 1 or 2? - Does this
cause the 1-coin hit frequency
to drop?

As you can see, we’re at a
point where we have to make
some hard and fast decisions.
From there, we can work out
the fine details of the overall
game. The V.P.s sit quietly for
a few minutes, considering
their options.  Finally, Armani
speaks:

“We wanted to have a bonus
game that offered a cool mil-
lion dollars top award on a
25-cent stand-alone platform.
Taking whatever route you
want, can you do this for us?
If we give you complete free-
dom over what payouts there
are, the hit frequency and
anything else you need to
consider, can you make it
happen?”

You think about this for a few
minutes.  While the V.P.s ex-
change cautious whispers
between themselves, you
visualise probability tables,
formulas and calculations
and think about the Blazin’
7s base game.  You give the
group a resounding YES!

“Very well, then.” replies The

Suit.  “Let’s reconvene here
first thing Monday morning.
Use whatever resources you
need and make this happen.
We’ll expect some good news
on Monday!”

Free Software - Again.

“Before we adjourn,” you add,
“I’d like to hand out a CD to
everyone here.  It contains a
beta-version of the bonus
game that you can use on
your computer.  You can play
the bonus game and see how
it works for you.  It will give
you a general feel for how the
payouts will work and how
the game will feel.  Once we
make some final decisions,
we’ll include a simulation
mode to show the number of
base games required to acti-
vate the bonus game and how
the overall payouts work out.“

Note: a copy of this software
is available on Slot Tech
Magazine’s website at slot-
techs.com

Next month, we’ll examine
the changes to the base game
PAR sheet and have yet an-
other piece of software for
you [Does the fun never end?].
It allows you to simulate the
base game and the bonus
game and see the statistics of
both games (games played,
etc.)

 - John Wilson
jwilson@slot-techs.com



“On behalf of Table Mountain Casino I just wanted to express our
thanks to you and your team. I couldn’t have asked for anything better.”

Brian Rankin - Slot Technical Manager

On-Site Slot Tech Training
Customized Classes Available
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Slot Tech Product Introduction

The Microcoin QL has
emerged as an ideal
product for the Gaming

industry, where its high
speed accept rate and ability
to store up to 12 pre-
programmed coins or tokens,
has revolutionized the
market.

As previously reported in Slot
Tech Magazine, this fully
secure electronic coin
validator solution has
recently been selected by IGT,
the world’s largest Gaming
machine manufacturer, as its
new default small coin
validator for the huge US
domestic market, with other
markets to follow

Essentially, the Microcoin QL
offers 12 single coin solutions
in one Model, with the
powerful benefit of “toggling”
between coin denominations
in the field so that you can
move, say, a 25c QL into a
5c machine quickly and
easily, without having to go
back to the workshop.

You can also change coin
sensitivity settings, conduct
some diagnostics or just
check your QL settings right
at the machine.

All this is done by
the Casinomate
h a n d h e l d
d i a g n o s t i c s
terminal, which is
designed for the
rigors of a
technician’s toolbox.

But don’t think that
you can get away
with playing with
the Microcoin QL. These
units time/date stamp every
transaction and cannot be
erased. Ultimately, you will
need to download your
Casinomate data to a PC-
based audit and tracking
program called TRACER.

When you connect your
Casinomate via a specially
provided cable, TRACER will
automatically extract all the
data and store it in a secure
database. From there,
reports can be run to view
information on usage by User
ID or QL Model, for example.

TRACER is designed to allow
the Casino to manage its own
population of Microcoin QL
acceptors. You take the
responsibility to assign an
administrator, who then sets
up the TRACER database,

registering the Casinomates
and assigning up to 20 Users
to a Casinomate, each with
his or her own PIN.

With this in place, you cannot
change anything with the
Microcoin QL without there
being a record of your
activity.

Combined with its
Casinomate handheld device
and TRACER audit module,
the Microcoin QL offers the
most modern, user friendly
and secure Gaming package
for coin acceptors.

For further information, contact:
Astrosystems
4210 Production Court
Las Vegas, NV 89115
(702) 643-1600
www.microcoin.com.au

Microcoin QL
A Total Solution



Heber Limited will be exhibiting at
Global Gaming Expo, G2E 2004 (Las
Vegas, October 2004) and will be

displaying products from both their Pluto
embedded and Firefly multimedia electronic
gaming platforms.

The Pluto 5 and Firefly X10 Development Kits
will be on show, along with the recently
launched Pluto 6 kit. Heber Development
Kits are designed to ease the initial
development process on either platform,
allowing a quicker time to market. They
contain all of the hardware and software
needed to create, develop and test your game
on one evaluation system.

‘G2E is an excellent showcase for us to
display our ever growing range of electronic
control systems,’ said John Malin,
International Sales Manager. ‘Having both of
our main product ranges on display, in the
form of their development kits, allows us to

show how easy it is to develop on either our
Pluto or Firefly platforms.’

Heber’s core market is in the design,
development and manufacture of electronic
controls for the amusement industry. From
20 years experience within the marketplace,
Heber has created the Pluto range of control
systems, which is in use by major
manufacturers with over 250,000 machines
world-wide.

The Calypso range of video cards have been
designed to interface with Pluto 5, Pluto 5
Casino and Pluto 6 and add high performance
graphics to spin reel machines.

The Pluto range is supported by two
Development Kits, which provide the ideal
test environment for either the Pluto 5 / Pluto
5 Casino or the Pluto 6 Control Systems.

Heber Limited also offers the Firefly range of
boards. These are ideal for use in high
performance video games and terminal
applications. Based around PC technology,
the Firefly boards offer performance and
flexibility, supported by longevity of supply
normally missing in PC hardware. The most
recent additions to this range of boards are
the Firefly systems, comprising of the Firefly
700 base board and all other components
(such as a processor, a hard drive etc) required
to get a machine up and running.

For further information about Heber Limited
visit www.heber.co.uk
phone +44 (0) 1453886000.

Slot Tech Product Introduction

Heber at G2E

Slot Tech Magazine October 2004 Page 29

Pluto 5, 6 and
Firefly X10

Development
Kits on Show
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Slot Tech Lab Report

Waffle Technology

Bill validators, also
known as bill
acceptors, have been

in use for decades now. Early
uses were restricted to low-
denominations such as in the
vending industry where
initially they had the ability
to validate and accept one-
dollar bills only. Industrial
vending items (sandwiches,
soup, canned stew, etc.) cost
more than candy bars and so
the BV manufacturers soon
added five-dollar bills to the
repetoire. Higher denoms
weren’t required as the
likelihood of anyone needing
to deposit more than five
dollars into a vending
machine is pretty small.

Validating these low-
denomination bills is easily
accomplished through the
use of a magnetic head. As
the banknote passes through
the unit, the mag head rubs
against the bill and reads the
pattern of the magnetic ink
that is used in US currency.
The unit then compares it to
the pattern that is stored in
memory and if it’s close
enough, you get your
Snickers bar.

All that rubbing of dirty
money meant that dirt would
build up on the mag head
and so the Bill Validator
Cleaning Card was born. It’s

a simple matter of soaking an
absorbent card in cleaning
solution of some sort and
passing it through the unit.
As the mag head is rubbed
by the card, the dirt is
cleaned off and you’re in
business.

High-Denom

Enter JCM and the
embedded bill validator. The

geniuses at JCM had the idea
that maybe, just maybe, slot
machines players don’t really
love feeding coins and tokens
in to slot machines and that
it would be easier and faster
- and more profitable for the
casino - if a bill validator
could be introduced into the
machine. It seems like a no-
brainer in hindsight but at

This is what the cleaning card looks like after a single pass through
the bill validator during the lab test. A clean card is shown on the
left for comparison. Notice the large accumulation of black on the
raised pads of the card.

Slot Tech Lab Reports A-OK
For New Bill Validator Cleaning Card
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the time, this was a
revolutionary idea.

But this could not be an
ordinary bill validator.
Magnetic detection could
never offer the degree of
security required in a casino.
We’re not selling candy bars
or Dinty Moore Beef Stew
here. We’re talking about real
money, with the ability to
accept bills with a value of up
to $100. This would require
a new Bill Validator design
and the folks at JCM were
just the people to provide it
with optical recognition and
validation. Instead of using
only a magnetic head, a
complex system of optics
would be added in order to
read the bill and verify its
authenticity. Unlike a mag
head that must actually
touch the bill in order to read
it, the optics must not touch
the bill as it passes through
the unit. If they did, they
would soon scratch and
become useless. The optics
are slightly recessed so that
they come very close to the
bill but do not actually touch
the surface.

All of this history is a very
long wind-up to the actual
point of this discussion
which is this: The new optical
system works fantastically
well as casinos around the
world well know. Slot
machines with bill validators
quickly outperformed those
without them.  Unfortunately,
the cleaning card manufacturers
have continued to market the
same cleaning card to the
gaming industry as the one
used in the vending

machines; a card that is now
all but useless as it passes
over the recessed optics
without touching them at all.
Sure, anyone using such a
cleaning card will see two
dark, parallel skid marks on
the card as the dirt from the
transport belts is rubbed
onto the card but the belts
aren’t our concern. Our
concern is cleaning the
optics and those flat cards
get a big, fat “F” for failure in
that department.

New Paradigm

Unlike flat cleaning cards,
WAFFLE TECHNOLOGY™
cleaning cards incorporate
flexible, raised cleaning
platforms on both the top
and bottom surfaces. These
cleaning platforms are
essentially spring loaded,
dramatically increasing the
pressure applied throughout
the cleaning process. These
raised platforms, due to their
shape and flexibility, also
access critical components
that flat cards cannot touch.
The recessed sensors of most
bill validator machines and
the rounded optical lenses of
card readers can only be
thoroughly cleaned if you
can touch them and the
WAFFLE TECHNOLOGY™
cleaning cards do just that.

In order to test this new
technology, Slot Tech
Magazine received some
samples of the new product
from the company and set off
for nearby Sycuan Casino in
San Diego in order to test
them. The was just one goal
for this test: To determine if

the cleaning card could reach
and clean the recessed optics
in JCM's popular WBA bill
acceptor. That is ALL we set
out to determine.

The test was simple. A WBA
head was opened and the
recessed optics were opaqued
with a black, dry erase
marker pen. This produced a
thin film that was highly
visible but could easily be
wiped off in order to verify
that the cleaning card has
made contact with the
recessed optics. If the Waffle
card works as advertised, the
optics should be wiped clean
and the black ink should
show up on the cleaning card.

And work it did. After just a
single insertion (which is, of
course, a double pass across
the optics as the bill is first
pulled into the unit and then
rejected)  the head was
opened and the optics
examined. They were clean.
You can see from the
photograph that the ink had
been transferred to the card.
An unused card is shown for
reference so that you don't
mistake shading for dirt. The
image was created by laying
the two cards on a scanner
and has been contrast-
enhanced for clarity.

For more information and a
neat little animation showing
WAFFLE TECHNOLOGY in
action, visit the website at
waffletechnology.com

- Slot Tech Magazine
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Slot Tech Electronics 101

Voltage measurement is
one of many diagnos-
tic techniques used by

electronic technicians. Tak-
ing a voltage reading at the
output of a low voltage power
supply is likely the most com-
mon voltage measurement
you’ll make while working on
slot machines but there are
many others. You may need
to check the B+ voltage or
make one of a dozen other
voltage measurements in a
monitor. Are you getting
power to an inoperative sole-
noid? You might need to mea-
sure the voltage to see what’s
going on. Is your sound dead?
Maybe you’ll need to test the
supply voltage of an audio
amplifier.

Potential Difference

When you take a voltage read-
ing at a test point, you are not
actually measuring the volt-
age at a single point. In fact,
you can NEVER make a volt-
age measurement at one
point. Voltage is actually de-
fined as the “potential differ-
ence” between TWO points.
Here’s the deal:

When an aircraft pilot calls
his altitude in to an air traffic
controller, he doesn’t give his
altitude above the ever-
changing terrain below him.
Instead, he uses sea level as
a reference point. The differ-
ence (in feet) between sea level
and where the airplane is fly-

ing is the aircraft’s altitude.

It’s the same with electron-
ics. When we take voltage
readings while repairing elec-
tronic circuits, we have to
establish one point as a refer-
ence point and take our volt-
age readings with respect to
that point. We call this refer-
ence point “ground.” Ground
is the 0 volt reference point in
electronics and we make AL-
MOST all voltage measure-
ments with respect to ground.

One type of ground is known
as “Earth ground.” The Earth
ground is just that. It’s a con-
nection to the earth itself,
through metal rods or water
pipes that are buried in the
ground. The first commercial
use of the Earth ground came
with the telegraph, where
ground was used as the re-
turn path for the telegraph
circuit. This meant that they
could run a complete circuit
with just one wire, a consid-
erable savings when you’re
stringing copper all the way
across the country.

You are familiar with Earth
ground as the small, D-
shaped hole in an AC recep-
tacle. In North America, this
is connected to the green wire
that is connected to the Earth
ground somewhere. Typically,
this is near the circuit-
breaker panel.

The schematic symbol for
Earth ground is shown in fig-
ure 1. The ground symbol
always forms an arrow that
points toward the bottom of
the schematic diagram, as if
it was pointing toward the
ground.

Chassis Ground

There is another type of
ground. It’s called “chassis
ground.” Chassis ground re-
fers to a common, zero volt
connection between elec-
tronic circuits that are not
connected to the earth itself.
The best example of this is in
your vehicle. Do you know
how the negative terminal of
your car’s battery is directly
connected to the frame and
chassis through the battery
cable? This is called “nega-

You're Grounded!

Figure 1

Figure 2
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tive ground’ but it isn’t an
Earth ground. Your car is up
on four rubber tires. Rubber
is an insulating material so
you are “floating” with respect
to Earth ground. The sche-
matic symbol for chassis
ground is shown in figure 2.

You will also see the chassis
ground symbol used in sche-
matic diagrams for older
monitor designs. These moni-
tors are known as “hot chas-
sis” monitors. If connected
directly to the 120 VAC with-
out an isolation transformer,
the metal chassis of the moni-
tor will have 120 volts on it,
referenced to Earth ground.
Connecting the chassis to an
Earth ground would be disas-
trous. By adding the isolation
transformer, we effectively put
the monitor up on rubber tires
and it is floating with respect
to Earth ground. It is then
safe to connect the chassis to
an Earth ground without
blowing up the monitor.

Where to Connect to Ground

Most voltage measurements
are made with a digital multi-
meter. The black meter lead is
the “common” lead. This is
your ground connection. But
just where, exactly, do you
connect the probe on the black
meter lead? The first and most
obvious choice for most tech-
nicians is to use the metal
frame of a monitor, power
supply or other sub-assem-
bly and touch the tip of the
black probe to it. Most of the
time, you can get away with
this because most of the time,
the metal framework is con-

nected directly to ground.
There are some pitfalls, how-
ever. Once you are aware of
them, you’re fine but if you
don’t take them into consid-
eration, you may be tripped
up, sometimes leading to
some most unpleasant re-
sults.

First, if you’re going to use
the metal frame as your
ground connection, make
sure that it is not painted or
anodized. You have to con-
nect to the bare metal. That
may sound elementary. I sup-
pose that it is but time and
time again, I watch my stu-
dents attempt to make volt-
age measurements by touch-
ing the surface of an anod-
ized heat sink with the tip of
the probe or by touching the
probe to a varnished or
painted metal surface.

Another item to consider is
that the metal frame of a unit
(of any type) may not be
grounded at all or may be at
Earth ground potential while
the actual circuitry has its
own isolated chassis ground.
This can get confusing in a
real hurry because you would
be using the Earth ground as
your reference point while
taking voltage readings in a
circuit that uses a completely
different ground that isn’t
directly connected to the
Earth ground. You’ll likely
encounter all types of leak-
age currents that will make
any measurements you make
impossible to interpret.

You can tell if the frame is a
good ground by running a
simple power-off continuity

test between the frame and a
half-dozen other things in the
circuit that you’re pretty cer-
tain are grounded. The nega-
tive sides of electrolytic ca-
pacitors are often (by no
means always) grounded. In
a monitor, there is the CRT
ground. If there are a number
of heatsinks on a unit and
they’re all connected together,
they are grounded as well but
unless you have tested for
continuity to ground, NEVER
assume a heatsink to be
grounded. Many are isolated
from ground and may be at
the same potential (voltage)
as the collector of the transis-
tor that is mounted on them.
That can really mess you up
if you assume it to be ground.

A monitor with an SMPS re-
quires its own special cau-
tion. The primary side of the
SMPS has its own ground
that is “hot” with respect to
Earth ground (see figure 3). If
you are using an oscilloscope
to look at waveforms on the
primary side of the SMPS,
you MUST power the monitor
through an isolation trans-
former.

On the other hand, if you are
‘scoping anything else in the
monitor, you can connect the
oscilloscope’s ground connec-
tion to the chassis without
using a separate isolation
transformer. The power trans-
former in the SMPS provides
the isolation required for
safety.

Logic Ground

Likewise, you may find, on
occasion, something called
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“logic ground.” The logic
ground is a self-contained
grounding system for the
noisy digital logic, in order to
keep the EMI away from sen-
sitive analog amplifiers else-
where in the system -OR- the

logic ground is a self-con-
tained grounding system for
the digital logic, in order to
keep it away from some sort
of high voltage or high power
AC controlling circuitry.

Do Not Use Ground

And speaking of alternating
current, it is important to re-
alize that there are times when
you will not use ground as a
reference point when mea-
suring voltage. Most notably,
when you are measuring the
output voltage of a trans-
former, if there is no direction
connection between a second-
ary winding and ground, you
can’t use ground when you’re
taking the reading.

Figure 4 shows a conventional
transformer secondary where
you cannot use ground when
testing the transformer’s out-
put voltage.

Figure 5 shows a center-
tapped transformer in a power
supply. Since the
transformer’s center-tap is
grounded, you can use
ground as your reference
point.

 - Slot Tech Magazine
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